Halo SleepSack Swaddle, 100% Cotton, Triangle Neutral, Multi, Small
Review-2021

100% Cotton
Imported
This item can be worn in all seasons.Safe and secure swaddling, made easy
In addition to helping your baby sleep safer, the HALO SleepSack Swaddle helps baby sleep better,
too. Its adjustable swaddle wrap immobilizes babyâ€™s arms to prevent the 'Moro' or startle reflex.
And, it is the only 3-way adjustable swaddle that adjusts to your babyâ€™s sleep style. Swaddle
arms in, hands-to-face, one or both arms out to ensure babyâ€™s best sleep and an easy and
gentle transition to the SleepSack wearable blanket when it is time to stop swaddling. Itâ€™s the
easy and safe way to swaddle.
Key Features of the HALO SleepSack Swaddle
Inverted zipper for easy diaper changes.
No need to unswaddle your baby for diaper changes.
Adjustable Fasteners for Perfect Fit
Generously-sized fasteners offer adjustability for a perfect fit.
Hip Healthy Swaddle
Unique, roomy sack design is recognized by the International Hip Dysplasia Institute as 'hip healthy'.
'Back is Best' for Safe Sleep
'Back is Best' embroidery reminds all caregivers to put babies on their backs to sleep.
3-Way Swaddle that Adjusts to your Baby's Sleep Style for Baby's Best Sleep
Arms in
To prevent the startle reflux.
Hands-to-Face
For self-soothing.
1 or 2 Arms Out
For an easy transition from swaddling.
#1 Choice of Hospitals*. HALO Helps Babies Sleep Safely
Our founder, Bill Schmid and his wife lost their first born to SIDS. From this tragedy, HALO and its
mission were born. Today, HALO SleepSack Wearable Blankets are the #1 trusted choice* of
hospitals and are used to help babies sleep safely from the start.
Help us in our mission to fight SIDS and keep all babies sleeping safely - a portion of your purchase
will be used in partnership with non-profits and hospitals dedicated to educating families on safe
sleep practices.
*Neonatal Intensive Care Vol. 29 No. 1 Winter 2016.
SleepSack Swaddle
SleepSack
SleepSack Early Walker
SleepSack Big Kids
Sizes.
Newborn (6 -12 lbs), Small (13-18 lbs)
Small (10-18 lbs), Medium (16-24 lbs), Large (22-28 lbs), XLarge (26-36 lbs)
Medium (16-24 lbs), Large (22-28 lbs), XLarge (26-36 lbs)
2-3T (25-40 lbs), 4-5T (30-50 lbs)
Fabric.
100% Cotton, Microfleece, 100% Cotton Muslin, Plushy Dot Velboa
100% Cotton, Microfleece, 100% Cotton Muslin, Plushy Dot Velboa
Lightweight Knit, Microfleece
Lightweight Knit, Microfleece
3-Way Adjustable Swaddle Wrap.
Swaddle your baby 3 different ways: arms in, arms up or arms out.

Inverted zipper for easy diapering.

Roomy sack design promotes healthy hip development.

Sleeveless to reduce the risk of overheating.

Foot openings to provide mobility and comfort for toddler. Tuck feet in at night for warmth.
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